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The Spanish believe
that enjoying tapas is a
collective way of eating; in
other words, this activity,
decidedly informal in nature,
is a ritual that must be
undertaken family style or
with a group of friends. The
aesthetics of this ritual – il
tapeo – should be delicious
and refined, but consumed
in tiny portions.

I

n and outside of Spain, culinary experts
have applied their creative talents to the
elaboration of tapas, taking inspiration
from the essential characteristics of
these “tasty bites” and reinterpreting them
in a unique way. Cuca is Bali’s latest addition
that is guaranteed to its diners a memorable
tapas experience.
Cuca opened in July 2013 and is the
latest project from the ingenious mind of
Canadian chef and proprietor Kevin Cherkas.
Kevin is a veteran in world-class fine dining
, who’s list of previous employers include
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Ferran Adrià and Daniel Buloud to name
a few. This is not only a modern tapas
bar, which he opened with his Spanish
restaurateur-wife Virginia Entizne, but a
place where customers are encouraged
to commune and share. The simplicity of
its décor is a delightful, clean and yet
utterly appropriate. There is seating for 110 ,
available both indoor and outdoor which is
then divided into three main areas.
The food bar is an interactive and
exciting space where wooden chairs run
along one impressive 8-meter-long teak

wood counter. Slightly elevated, guests
directly face the open kitchen, as if they
were front-row spectators attending a
performance. Action takes over while dishes
are crafted before their eyes and chefs
interact and serve the guests directly.
The dining room is a relaxed and
intimate space ideal for guests to enjoy
the company of each other. Spacious
tables amid floating curtains provide casual
privacy while still conveying the mood of
the natural surroundings of the surrounding
coconut grove.
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Lastly; the Cocktail Bar & Garden lounge
is a chilled out space set amongst towering
coconut trees.
Cuca tempts guests to let the hours
pass by while sipping well-crafted cocktails,
sharing delicious tapas and tasting
distinctive desserts.
At Cuca the amazing dishes are 100%
made from a wide variety of flavorful
local produce ranging from the crunchy
green seaweed from Pandawa Beach, fresh
vegetables from the hills of Bedugul and
seafood from the surrounding Jimbaran Bay.
The choice includes selection of mouthwatering ceviches, chichas and ‘puddles’
proceeding all the way to the sweeter
nibbles and the final bites.
For the most complete experience,
diners should try as many of the dishes
as possible. The sacred ‘tapas ceremony’
could start off with – prawn and pomelo
cheviche – a Peruvian style sashimi, and
perhaps if you don’t like it raw; deep ocean
tiger prawn ‘puddle’ with white rice, mild red
chili and wild herbs. Move from the sea to
the land with glazed baby carrot salad with
Bedugul strawberries, whipped avocado,
cashew nut and basil or a deep fried
chicken served with pickled red cabbage and
sesame dust.
Bali Breakfast; a bowl of sweet
goodness filled with whipped coconut,
frozen passionfruit and an intense runny
mango sphere is the perfect finish.
As chef Kevin Cherkas puts it so
succinctly: “Cuca is all about Sharing.
Exciting. Appetizing all the time. Refreshing.
Creative. Memorable. Affordable.”
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